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I. INTRODUCTION 
Comparison theorems of Sturm type for linear second order elliptic 
differential equations and inequalities have been the subject of many studies 
in recent years: cf. [2] and the papers cited therein. More recently, Allegretto 
and Swanson [2], Kreith [5], and Swanson [8,9] have obtained such compari- 
son theorems for quasilinear elliptic equations and systems as well. In [5] 
Kreith established a Picone type identity for first order systems which is then 
used to prove a comparison theorem between two pairs of first order elliptic 
equations of the form 
Vu =i E(x, u, 5) 5, v . 5 = - c(x, u, () u, (1.1) 
Vv = F(x, v, f) t, V 5 = - h(x, v, 5) v, (1.2) 
where c and h are given real-valued functions while E and F are given real 
n x n matrix functions. A solution to (1.1) consists of a real scalar field u and 
a real n-vector field [ over some given domain G of Rn such that (u, 1) E Cl(G) 
and that they satisfy (1.1) identically there. A solution to (1.2) is defined 
similarly. A Sturm comparison theorem has the following form: Let (u, 5) 
and (v, [) be, respectively, solutions of (1 .l) and (1.2) in G. If v + 0 in G, 
v = 0 on aG, and (1.2) “majorizes” (1.1) in some sense, then u must have 
a zero in G. 
In this note we shall consider elliptic systems similar to (1.1) in which u 
is an m x m matrix while 5 is an n x m x m third order tensor. G will be a 
bounded domain of Rn but the entries will now be complex-valued functions. 
In Section 2 we shall transform the first order system into an equation of the 
Riccati type. This Riccati equation is then used to derive an integral inequal- 
ity. The resulting integral inequality is then used in Section 3 to prove a 
Sturm comparison theorem of the type described above. The result is an 
extension of some recent work [IO] and [l l] as well as those of Kreith and 
Swanson mentioned above. Finally, in Section 4 we conclude by proving an 
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elementary maximum principle for a quasilinear second order vector equation 
of the form 
Lu + T(x, u, Vu) 24 = 0, 
where u = (ur ,..., u,) and L is the second order elliptic operator 
Lu = c D,(Ai’D,u). 
iA 
Earlier treatments of maximum theorems for higher order elliptic equations 
include those of Agmon [I], Duffin [3] and Miranda [6]. 
2. AN INTEGRAL INEQUALITY 
Let G be a bounded domain of n-dimensional Euclidean space R” with 
piecewise smooth boundary aG. A variable point of R” will be denoted by 
x = (x1 )...) x,). All functions considered here will be complex-valued in 
which the domain of x will be G unless stated otherwise. Throughout this 
paper we shall adopt the convention in which Latin indices i, j, k, etc. will 
take values 1,2,..., m while the Greek indices a! and /3 will take values 1,2,..., n. 
We consider the pair of first order matrix-tensor differential equations 
v&=;\lJ+&, v.cp=-Pu-p.p (2-l) 
Here U = (uilc) and P = (pik) are m x m complex matrices; h = XUij and 
‘p = vaij are n x m x m complex third order tensors; and fi = Bai, is an 
n x m x m x n fourth order complex tensor. An n x m x m tensor may be 
regarded as the tensor product of an n-vector with an m x m matrix, i.e., 
A = (4) 0 (Lij) = hij , 
9J = (Lx) 0 (Fij) = %ij * 
By /\* we shall understand xoii = (L,J* @ (1,)* where the bar denotes as 
usual the complex conjugate of a number and (L,J* is the complex conjugate 
transpose of (Lii). Finally, h* . F denotes the contracted multiplication 
In component form (2.1) may be written as 
409/40/3-7 
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The coefficients P = P(x, Z., v), h = h(x, U, v) and B = B(x, C’, p’) are 
given complex-valued continuous functions of their arguments. We shall 
further suppose P and P to be Hermitian and i? to be positive definite, i.e., 
P* = P, B* = 8, and 
for all 5 = tmii with equality holding if and only if 5; is the null tensor. 
Suppose (U, y) is a solution to (2.1) such that U is nonsingular in G. We 
define 
where U-r = (silt). Then a direct computation shows that 
div 5 = div(g,U-l) 
= (V . ql) u-1 - tp . u-l(VU) u-1 
= - P - A* .5 - 5. h - 5. iI{, 
so that 5 satisfies the generalized Riccati equation 
(2.3) 
Of particular interest to us is the solution (U, q) of (2.1) for which U is 
nonsingular in G such that 
u*ql = q?u. (2.4) 
In this case the tensor 5 defined by (2.2) is Hermitian, i.e., c* = 5. Following 
the terminology of ordinary differential equations [4, p. 3861 we shall call a 
solution (U, v) of (2.1) for which (2.4) holds “self-conjugate.” We can now 
state the following 
LEMMA 1. Let (U, v) be a self-conjugate solution of (2.1) such that U is 
nonsingular in G. If 5 is defined by (2.2), then 5 satisJies the Riccati equation 
div5+5*.h$X*.5+5*.B5+P=0. (2.5) 
Our next objective is the derivation of an integral inequality to be used 
in the sequel. We first note that since B is positive definite and Hermitian, 
8-l exists and is likewise positive definite and Hermitian. To facilitate dis- 
cussion of boundary value problems we shall let yi and yz be two disjoint 
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components of the boundary aG. We shall consider solutions (U, p’) of (2.1) 
subject to boundary conditions of the form 
u==o, xEyl; 17 .P = g(x) u, x E yz 9 (2.6) 
where g is a given real-valued function on ya , r) = (TV ,..., 7,) is the outward 
pointing unit normal on aG, and 
Let 52 be the family of all m x m matrix functions W of class C(G) n Cl(G) 
such that W = 0 on y1 and that 
s 
VW*. IFVWdx < + co. 
G 
Denote by 
M(W : 5) = j” [(VW - 8(W)* * B-l(V W - &W)] dx, (2.7) 
G 
where WE Q and 5 is some given solution of (2.5). 
THEOREM 2. Let (U, ‘p) be a self-conjugate solution of (2.1) such that U is 
nonsingular in c. Then for every WE Q, 
s 
gW* W dS < 
s 
G [VW* .8-T W - W*H(x, U, p) W] dx, (2.8) 
y2 
where H(x, U, 9) is the Hermitian matrix 
H = P(x, U, y) + (VU-~>* . A(x, u, v) + A*@> u, ~‘1 . W-W (2.9) 
Moreover, equality holds in (2.8) if, and only if, U and Ware related by 
grad W = [(grad U) U-l - A] W. (2.10) 
Proof. Using the Hermitian symmetry of f3 and 5 we can write (2.7) as 




G(VW*. [W + W*J . VW>dx. 
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The latter integral, which we denote by 1, can be evaluated by means of 
Green’s formula and the identity 
v~(w*~w)=(vW*)~~W+ w*(v.<) w+ wq,vw. 
Integrating by parts once and applying the boundary condition (2.6), one 
finds 
J = j, { W*(V 15) W - V . (W*[W)} dx 
= 1 W*(V - 5) Wdx - I gW*WdS. 
G yz 
Putting this back into (2.11) and rearranging terms with the help of (2.3, we 
arrive at 






= 1 (VW*. %-‘VW - W*HW)dx - 1 gW*WdS. 
G YP 
Since 8-l is Hermitian and positive definite, we see from (2.7) that 
M( W : 5) > 0 for all WE Sz so that (2.8) foil ows. Moreover, equality clearly 
holds if, and only if, M( W : 4) = 0, i.e., VW = (85) W. In view of (2.1) and 
(2.2) this is equivalent to (2.10) which proves the theorem. 
We remark that if we assume, in addition, h = 0, then equality will hold 
in (2.10) if and only if W = UK with K a constant matrix. Indeed, (2.11) 
now reduces to VW = (VU) U-r W which is equivalent to V( U-l W) = 0 
so that W = UK. 
Consider the linear system 
vu=%lp, v*p,=-PU, (2.12) 
where P = P(x) and % = %( x are both Hermitian and % is positive definite. ) 
Inequality (2.8) then has the following special form: 
THEOREM 3. Let (U, p’) be a self-conjugate solution of (2.12) and (2.6) such 




(VW* . %-1VW - W*P(x) W)dx, (2.13) 
y2 G 
where equality holds ;f, and only if, W = UK. 
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Inequality (2.13) is recognized as a Wirtinger type inequality for complex- 
valued m x m matrix functions over G. 
The system (2.1) contains, in particular, the second order self-adjoint 
equation 
v - (AVU) + PU = 0 
in which B = 1-l and p = AVU so that Theorem 2 holds with 1; = @Y-l. 
We also remark that for the scalar case (m = 1) condition (2.4) implies that 
self-conjugate solutions are necessarily real. 
3. COMPARISON THEOREM 
Consider the two first order systems 
vU=XU+&, XEG; u=o, XEYl, 
v-g,= -PU-Ax*.tp, XEG; rl * 9J = g(x) u, 
(3.1) 
.2” E y2, 
and 
vV=[V+@, XEG; v=o, xsyl, 
v*+= -QV-lI*.#, XEG; rl .$ = h(x) v, 
(3.2) 
x E y2 . 
As before, the coefficients of (3.1) are functions which depend continuously 
on U and ‘p as well as x while the coefficients of (3.2) are continuous in x, 
V and 4. g and h are given real-valued functions on y2 . P, Q, 8, and k? are 






T(V, #) = 2 I Re(V V*lWV) dx, (3.4) 
G 
where H(x, U, v) is defined by (2.9). 
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THEOREM 4. Let (U, v) be a self-conjugate solution of (3.1) and let (V, 4) 
be a solution of (3.2) such that V f  0 in G. Suppose that 
then det U(x,) = 0 f OY some x,, E e unless U and V are related by 
vv  z.s [(VU) u-1 - A] v. (3.6) 
Proof. If we multiply the second equation of (3.2) on the left by V* and 
integrate by parts once, we get 
- j V*(QV + [* -4) dx = j V*V .$ dx 
G G 
(3.7) 
= j,, V*(? . #) dS - j, V* . # dx. 
From the first equation in (3.2) we have 
* = E-‘(VV - [V). 
Putting this into (3.7) and applying the boundary conditions, one finds 
- s hV*V dS y2 
s 
(3.8) 
= G(V*(Q - 5” . I!+<) V - VV* . ,!%‘V}dx + T(V, 4). 
Suppose the contrary conclusion and let (U, ‘p) be a selfconjugate solution of 
(3.1) such that U is nonsingular throughout G. Then inequality (2.8) holds 
for all WE .Q by Theorem 2. In particular, V E 9, so that we have 
j 
VP 
gV*VdS < s (VV* . BVV - V*HV}dx, 
G 
where H is defined by (2.9). Combining this with (3.8) we arrive at a contra- 
diction to (3.5) unless equality holds. According to Theorem 2, this latter 
occurs if and only if U and V are related by (3.6). This proves the theorem. 
In the special case where X = 5 = 0, Theorem 4 reduces to 
THEOREM 5. Suppose h = 5 = 0 in (3.1) and (3.2). Let (U, cp) be a self- 
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conjugate solution of (3.1) and let (I’, #) be a solution of (3.2) such that V + 0 
in G. Suppose 
s Jg -4 V*vdS 3 j {-iv* . (S-1 - E-1) vv + I’*(0 -. p) vj &, G 
then det U(X,,) = 0 for some x0 E e unless V = UK. 
We remark that Theorem 5 extends some recent results of Kreith [5, 
Theorem 4.11, Swanson [9, Theorem 21, and Wong [lo, Theorem 31 to com- 
plex systems. When m = 1, a slight modification of Theorem 2 will also lead 
to an alternative proof of another result of Swanson [S, Theorem 11. 
4. A MAXIMUM PRINCIPLE 
In this section we prove an elementary maximum principle for a system of 
quasilinear elliptic differential equations of the form 
Lu + T(x, u, grad U) EC = 0, (4.1) 
where 
Lu = 1 D,(AijDju) and u = (ur ,..., u,). 
i.j 
A = (A”i(x)) 
is a real-valued, positive definite, symmetric matrix function defined and 
continuous in G and T = (T”) 2~ is a matrix function of its arguments and is 
assumed to be negative semidefinite. Note that u is an m-vector field so the 
gradient denotes the gradient of a vector field. Thus T is a mapping from 
some subset of Rn x Rm x Rmn into Rme. 
Suppose u a regular solution of (5.1). We define the norm of u by 
l(x) = [I ui(x)q1’2 = d(u, u). (4.2) 
THEOREM 6.1. A nonconstant nonnull regular solution of (4.1) has the 
property that [( x cannot attain its maximum at an interior point of G. ) 
Proof. Suppose the contrary. Let t(x) have its maximum at an interior 
point y E G. Then 
so that 
WXr) = C-l(y) \‘u(rh Diu(r)i = 0 
D,(A”jD,[) = - [-2(u, AijDiu? DJ 
+ c-l[(Dju, AijD,u) + (u, Dj(AiiD,u))]. 
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Thus, in a neighborhood of y, 
L(c) $ I’\u, AijDiu,) DJ = {pl(s) [i;Dju, ,Ili’Diuj - <u, Tujj]. 
P 
(4.3) 
Since (N) is positive definite and T = (T ij is negative semidefinite, the right ) 
hand side of (4.3) is 3 0. Rewriting the left-hand side we have 
L(5) + C biDi 3 0 
in an open set U(y), where the bi are uniformly bounded. According to the 
maximum principle [7]. 5 cannot have its maximum at an interior point y of 
U(y) which is the desired contradiction. 
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